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HBB - A4 / HBB - A3 series, simple and effective. Sun milling cutter with small milling cutter make the perfect 
milling and book binding. Adjustable function in clamp table can work on the bookcover in different thickness. 
The maximum thickness of book is up to 6 cm(HBB-A4 series 5 cm). Multi parameter setting, with a stable 
performance. Ideal for Digital and Offset Printers.

HBB - A4 and  HBB - A3  Single Roller Glue Binding Machine

Product Features
Automatic Collection 
for Scraps of Paper
The high power fan on the back of the  
milling cutter will absorb the paper 
scrapes to the collection bag under the 
cabinet, which greatly reduces the 
situation of the paper scraps flying

Clamping Table 
Angle Adjustment
It is suitable for different thickness of 
book and the angle of the book spine 
can be adusted as per customer's 
demand.

20 teeth sun milling cutter
The golden combination of 20-teeth 
solar cutter and small milling cutter 
ensure the penetration of the glue, 
and no page off. (HBB-A4 is 15teeth)

Single Roller for Gluing
With special patterns on the glue 
roller which ensure the glue is 
smooth.   The thickness of the glue 
layeer can be adjusted by a knob.

Erect Clamping
Table Design
Stable erect clamping table design, 
the clamping surface effect is good, 
suitable for various thickness cover, 
book shaping effect is better.

Product Specifications

Model HBB - A4 HBB-A3

Control panel LCD LCD

Max. binding length 310mm     425mm

Max. binding thickness 50mm 60mm

Binding efficiency 200-400 books / hour 200-400 books / hour

Milling cutter Solar milling cutter + small milling cutter

Duration for glue melt <25 min. <25 min.

Glue Roller Single Roller Single Roller

Side glue No No

Voltage / Power AC220V±10%50Hz 1.5KW AC220V±10%50Hz 1.5KW

Gross weight 180 kgs 215 kgs

Packing size 1190*680*1070mm 1590*750*1100mm

Specifications are subject to change without notice


